Add a **POP**!

Awesome colors. Cool ideas. **Win-win.**
come on in!

light
Troy Lighting RLM
14”-diameter aluminum
light in Tahitian teal, $138,
lampsplus.com

doors
37482 Thermal Sash fir
Dutch door, from $1,000,
simpsondoor.com for stores;
Laurent brass knob set in flat
black, $145, emtek.com for stores

pillow
Braydon Studio Schutte 17” x
17” polyester outdoor pillow
in aqua, $66, wayfair.com

chair
Walker Edison
Chevron acacia chairs in gray
wash, $259 for
a set of 2,
houzz.com

planters
Sevilla 25½”-tall cement and wood
planter in gray, $100, and 17¼”-tall
planter, $60, both worldmarket.com.
We filled ours with angelface white
summer snapdragons.

doormat
Hello Sunburst 24” x 39” coir
doormat, $49, grandinroad.com

paint
Enchanted Wells by Behr

house numbers
Mod Mettle New York 5½”-tall
steel address plaque in black,
$95, urbandettle.com

Since a Dutch door is split in
the middle, a latch on the inside
holds the two halves together—
that way, it can be opened as one
door and only one lock is needed.
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